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Power Surge
A Western journalist who remained in hiding in Kuwait
after the Iraqi invasion reveals the struggles and
terrors of living in the war zone, including the fear of
betrayal as she smuggled reports of Iraqi brutality to
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the outside
world
Hollywood Under Siege
Under Siege in Kuwait
Raffaella A. Del Sarto examines the creation of Israel's
neo-revisionist consensus about security threats and
regional order, which took hold of Israeli politics and
society after 2000 and persists today. The failed Oslo
peace process and the trauma of the Second
Palestinian Intifada triggered this shift to the right.
Conflicts with Hamas and Hezbollah and Iran's
inflammatory rhetoric later created a feeling of being
under siege. While Israel faces real security threats,
Israeli politics and society have also been besieged by
the politics of the neo-revisionist right. Lively political
debate has been replaced by a general acceptance of
the no-compromise approach to security and the
Palestinians. The right, represented by Benjamin
Netanyahu and Likud, has turned Israel away from the
peace process and pushes maximalist territorial
ambitions. But they have failed to offer a vision for an
end to conflict, and there has been little debate about
whether or not the hardline policies are
counterproductive. Del Sarto explains this
disappearance of dissent and examines the costs of
Israel's policies. She concludes that Israel's feeling of
being under siege has become entrenched, a twostate solution with the Palestinians is highly unlikely
for the foreseeable future, and Israel's international
isolation is likely to increase.
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Pakistan Under Siege
Cities Under Siege
What do ministers do when they get depressed? Do
they just work because "the show must go on"? Some
ministers may, but C. Welton Gaddy did not. In this
intensely personal book, described by Wayne E. Oates
as "frank, considerate, and attention keeping," the
author tells the story of how he "stopped the show,"
entered a well-organized, modern psychiatric unit,
and received psychiatric care. He also tells of his
discovery in the hospital of a more honest community
than he had ever known in the church. Gaddy
describes his experiences as a pastoral minister who
went from good to bad health (including a deep
depression) and back to even better health. In a
sometimes painfully confessional but always soundly
theological narrative, the author takes a realistic look
at those aspects of ministry that can be destructive.

Apartheid Under Siege
Earth Under Siege
Over the last fifteen years, Pakistan has come to be
defined exclusively in terms of its struggle with terror.
But are ordinary Pakistanis extremists? And what
explains how Pakistanis think? Much of the current
work on extremism in Pakistan tends to study
extremist trends in the country from a detached
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position—a
top-down security
perspective,
that
renders a one-dimensional picture of what is at its
heart a complex, richly textured country of 200
million people. In this book, using rigorous analysis of
survey data, in-depth interviews in schools and
universities in Pakistan, historical narrative reporting,
and her own intuitive understanding of the country,
Madiha Afzal gives the full picture of Pakistan’s
relationship with extremism. The author lays out
Pakistanis’ own views on terrorist groups, on jihad, on
religious minorities and non-Muslims, on America, and
on their place in the world. The views are not radical
at first glance, but are riddled with conspiracy
theories. Afzal explains how the two pillars that define
the Pakistani state—Islam and a paranoia about
India—have led to a regressive form of Islamization in
Pakistan’s narratives, laws, and curricula. These, in
turn, have shaped its citizens’ attitudes. Afzal traces
this outlook to Pakistan’s unique and tortured birth.
She examines the rhetoric and the strategic actions of
three actors in Pakistani politics—the military, the
civilian governments, and the Islamist parties—and
their relationships with militant groups. She shows
how regressive Pakistani laws instituted in the 1980s
worsened citizen attitudes and led to vigilante and
mob violence. The author also explains that the
educational regime has become a vital element in
shaping citizens’ thinking. How many years one
attends school, whether the school is public, private,
or a madrassa, and what curricula is followed all
affect Pakistanis’ attitudes about terrorism and the
rest of the world. In the end, Afzal suggests how this
beleaguered nation—one with seemingly
insurmountable problems in governance and
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Under Siege
Under Siege by Catherine Mann released on Dec 25,
2002 is available now for purchase.

Nursing Interventions Through Time
The story of the Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency's campaign to recover West Tennessee's
historic wetlands is told in this account of how human
interventions have wreaked havoc on the rivers'
natural hydrology.

Antiquities Under Siege
For more than thirty years, The Skeptical Inquirer has
steadfastly championed science and reason. In this
new collection of outstanding recent articles, editor
Kendrick Frazier has selected some of the best writing
on topics of current interest.

Rivers Under Siege
A powerful plan to transform church members into
impassioned disciples.Drawing on his experience at
Prince of Peace, Foss makes the case for transforming
congregations from a membership model to a
discipleship model of church affiliation. The book
begins with a careful analysis of recent patterns in
church membership/demographics which argue for
this paradigm shift. Subsequent chapters detail the
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unique leadership
and organizational
needs of a
discipleship model; explore the building and
maintaining of fundamental trust-in God and in His
people-as the cornerstone of the model; and provide
practical helps for assessing the present and
strategies for moving into the future. Addressed to
rostered and non-rostered professional and nonprofessional church leaders interested in transforming
their churches into centers for discipleship and
mission, Power Surge makes the case for a dynamic,
functional model of church affiliation that moves away
from a membership model centered on prerogatives
of membership to a discipleship model centered on
the notion of Christian vocation/calling. It proposes a
grace-centered, rather than legalistic, model of
discipleship and builds a bridge through transferable
principles between congregational mission
mindedness and the individual Christian's life of faith.
This book utilizes assessment tools and practical
helps so that congregations can make the transition
between membership and discipleship paradigms, as
it draws on the experience of Prince of Peace
Lutheran Church as a case study illustrating the
principles of a discipleship model of church affiliation.

Democracy Under Siege
The #1 internationally bestselling, gripping true story
of a frontline trauma surgeon operating in the world’s
most dangerous war zones For more than 25 years,
surgeon David Nott has volunteered in some of the
world’s most dangerous conflict zones. From Sarajevo
under siege in 1993 to clandestine hospitals in rebelPage 6/24
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held eastern
Aleppo, heEllis
has carried
out lifesaving
operations in the most challenging conditions, and
with none of the resources of a major metropolitan
hospital. He is now widely acknowledged as the most
experienced trauma surgeon in the world. War Doctor
is his extraordinary story, encompassing his surgeries
in nearly every major conflict zone since the end of
the Cold War, as well as his struggles to return to a
“normal” life and routine after each trip. Culminating
in his recent trips to war-torn Syria—and the untold
story of his efforts to help secure a humanitarian
corridor out of besieged Aleppo to evacuate some
50,000 people—War Doctor is a heart-stopping and
moving blend of medical memoir, personal journey,
and nonfiction thriller that provides unforgettable, at
times raw, insight into the human toll of war.

Elusive Victories
Aboard the USS Walker, Matt Reddy plans a raid
against the Grik Empire while the Alliance fights their
enemies' new weapons and tactics.

Robert Kirkman's The Walking Dead:
Descent
Under Surge, Under Siege
The People Vs. Democracy
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Floods of Northern New Jersey
The sixth in the Honor Series With the nation on the
verge of war, security takes on new meaning for
Secret Service Agent Cameron Roberts, whose lover
just happens to be the President’s daughter. First
daughter Blair Powell and her “secret” Secret Service
agent lover, Cameron Roberts, intend to get
married—with her father’s blessing. But being in the
spotlight isn’t the safest place to be in a country still
reeling from 9/11 and with the domestic terrorists
who tried to assassinate Blair still at large. Cam
doesn’t want to give up the reins of control when
Blair’s life is at stake, but there are other dangers at
home and abroad that the President needs her to
investigate—including the whereabouts of her
previous lover—Valerie Ross. The next in the Honor
series is novel of romance and intrigue in a world
gone mad.

Maitland Under Siege
In 1988, director Martin Scorsese fulfilled his lifelong
dream of making a film about Jesus Christ. Rather
than celebrating the film as a statement of faith,
churches and religious leaders immediately went on
the attack, alleging blasphemy. At the height of the
controversy, thousands of phone calls a day flooded
the Universal switchboard, and before the year was
out, more than three million mailings protesting the
film fanned out across the country. For the first time
in history, a studio took responsibility for protecting
theaters and scrambled to recruit a "field crisis team"
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Last Temptation
of Christ
through its
contentious American openings. Overseas, the film
faced widespread censorship actions, with thirteen
countries eventually banning the film. The response in
Europe turned violent when opposition groups sacked
theaters in France and Greece and caused injuries to
dozens of moviegoers. Twenty years later, author
Thomas R. Lindlof offers a comprehensive account of
how this provocative film came to be made and how
Universal Pictures and its parent company MCA
became targets of the most intense, unremitting
attacks ever mounted against a media company. The
film faced early and determined opposition from
elements of the religious Right when it was being
developed at Paramount during the last year the
studio was run by the celebrated troika of Barry Diller,
Michael Eisner, and Jeffrey Katzenberg. By the
mid-1980s, Scorsese's film was widely regarded as
unmakeable -- a political stick of dynamite that no
one dared touch. Through the joint efforts of two of
the era's most influential executives, CAA president
Michael Ovitz and Universal Pictures chairman
Thomas P. Pollock, this improbable project found its
way into production. The making of The Last
Temptation of Christ caught evangelical Christians at
a moment when they were suffering a crisis of
confidence in their leadership. The religious right
seized on the film as a way to rehabilitate its image
and to mobilize ordinary citizens to attack liberalism
in art and culture. The ensuing controversy over the
film's alleged blasphemy escalated into a full-scale
war fought out very openly in the media.
Universal/MCA faced unprecedented calls for boycotts
of its business interests, anti-Semitic rhetoric and
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death threats
were directed
MCA
chairman Lew
Wasserman and other MCA executives, and the
industry faced the specter of violence at theaters.
Hollywood Under Siege draws upon interviews with
many of the key figures -- Martin Scorsese, Paul
Schrader, Michael Ovitz, Jeffrey Katzenberg, Jack
Valenti, Thomas P. Pollock, and Willem Dafoe -- to
explore the trajectory of the film from its conception
to the subsequent epic controversy and beyond.
Lindlof offers a fascinating dissection of a critical
episode in the embryonic culture wars, illuminating
the explosive effects of the clash between the
interests of the media industry and the forces of
social conservatism.

Mexico Under Siege
As Saddam Hussein's government fell in April 2003,
news accounts detailed the pillage of Iraq's National
Museum. Less dramatic, though far more devastating,
was the subsequent looting at thousands of
archaeological sites around the country, which
continues on a massive scale to this day. This book
details the disasters that have befallen Iraq's cultural
heritage, analyzes why all efforts to protect it have
failed, and identifies new mechanisms and strategies
to prevent the mistakes of Iraq from being replicated
in other war-torn regions.

Under Siege
Mexico Under Seige is a readable and well-informed
political history covering the period from the ruling
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PRI's lurch
the right in
1940
through
to its eventual
expulsion from office in the elections of 2000. Based
on two decades of interview material and new
documentary sources, this book is the first to consider
the full panorama of popular resistance to the alliance
between the Mexican state bureaucracy, the
president and the business class. This resistance
embraced emerging urban labour protest, new
peasant movements, revolutionary strikes on the
railways and in schools, student opposition, and the
re-emergence of guerrilla struggle culminating in the
celebrated indigenous peoples' resistance in
Chiapas.Mexico Under Siege analyses the core parties
of the resistance, including the suprisingly central role
of the Mexican Communist Party, and explains why
resistance achieved no more than ending the PRI's
system of presidential despotism. Hodge and Gandy
conclude with some provocative ideas about who now
constitutes the common people's primary opponent
and examine the prospects for genuine struggle in an
electoral arena where neo-liberal economic ideology
and the Mexican economy's closer integration with
the United States dominate the political scene.

Storm Surge
Lt. Commander Blake Murdock and his elite Navy and
Marine quick-strike force must rescue the First Lady
when she is kidnapped by terrorists and held hostage
in North Namibia, a land rich in diamonds--and
violence. Original.

Science Under Siege
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Below the Surface by Karen Harper She surfaced from
the depths of the sea… and was terrifyingly,
inexplicably alone Briana Devon knows her twin sister
would never deliberately leave her—but when she
emerges from underwater, Daria and their boat have
vanished. Fighting rough waves and a fastapproaching storm, Bree doesn’t have time to
question: if she wants to survive, she has to swim.
Exhausted and terrified, Bree barely makes it to a tiny
barrier island, where Cole De Roca, who has also
taken shelter, revives her. Bound to Cole by the
harrowing experience, she turns to him as she
struggles to understand what happened to her sister.
What was her twin, whom she thought she knew so
well, hiding? What really transpired that terrible
afternoon? And what secrets lie dormant…below the
surface? Originally published in 2008

The Siege of Krishnapur
Air pollution is a major problem of the modern age.
This textbook, based on the author's course at UCLA,
is aimed at all students (including non-science
majors) interested in air pollution's causes, effects
and potential solutions. Major topics covered in the
work include urban air pollution, global ozone
depletion, the carbon cycle and greenhouse climate
change. The book includes review questions and
problems at the end of each chapter.

Under Siege
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Democrats Under Siege in the Sunbelt
Megastates
Winner of the Booker Prize. An insightful and thrilling
novel about the British Empire in India during the
Great Mutiny of 1857, as seen through the eyes of a
young, love-struck idealist. India, 1857—the year of
the Great Mutiny, when Muslim soldiers turned in
bloody rebellion on their British overlords. This time of
convulsion is the subject of J. G. Farrell's The Siege of
Krishnapur, widely considered one of the finest British
novels of the last fifty years. Farrell's story is set in an
isolated Victorian outpost on the subcontinent.
Rumors of strife filter in from afar, and yet the
members of the colonial community remain confident
of their military and, above all, moral superiority. But
when they find themselves under actual siege, the
true character of their dominion—at once brutal,
blundering, and wistful—is soon revealed. The Siege
of Krishnapur is a companion to Troubles, about the
Easter 1916 rebellion in Ireland, and The Singapore
Grip, which takes place just before World War II, as
the sun begins to set upon the British Empire.
Together these three novels offer an unequaled
picture of the follies of empire.

Trinidad Under Siege, the Muslimeen
Uprising
Named a 2011 Choice Outstanding Academic Title!
Designated a Doody's Core Title! "This is a must-read
for nurses who are interested in where nursing has
been and what nurses have done to get to the
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Nursing
has a rich history that consistently informs
contemporary practice and standards. This book, by
examining pivotal historical interventions across the
spectrum of clinical care, allows nurses of today to
incorporate the wisdom of the past into their own
daily work. Maternal-child health programs, palliative
care, tuberculosis, medications, pediatric care, and
diabetes care, and more are discussed. This
invaluable resource documents how and why specific
nursing interventions came about, what aspects of
these interventions are utilized today and why, and
how nurses of the past have addressed and solved
the challenges of practice, from adapting to new
technologies to managing the tension of the nursephysician relationship. Learn how nurses of the past
150 years have combated the challenges of: Providing
care to victims of pandemics, such as yellow fever,
tuberculosis, and influenza Adapting to new medical
practices and technologies throughout the 20th
century Integrating cultural sensitivity into clinical
care for special populations and underserved
communities Bringing public health services to rural
communities Fighting for public health policies that
support hospice services in the United States

Hindus Under Siege
He isn't there long before he realizes he would have
been safer in a Chicago jail. Nina Harrows come from
Dallas to find her sister. She's beautiful and she's
tough. But her questions make the local cops nervous.
In a place of evil, in a night of terror, the hunter will
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become By
theAnderson
hunted, and
Maitland
will need help from
both the fugitive and the lady if any of them are going
to survive.

War Doctor
Below the Surface
It Is About Sri Lanka And Its Restrictions On The Press
In Various Forms - Highlights The Background And
Political Reasons For These Undemocratic Practices 10 Chapters - Bibliography - Index. Dustjacket Slightly
Damaged.

A Soul Under Siege
A powerful exposé of how political violence operates
through the spaces of urban life. Cities are the new
battleground of our increasingly urban world. From
the slums of the global South to the wealthy financial
centers of the West, Cities Under Siege traces the
spread of political violence through the sites, spaces,
infrastructure and symbols of the world’s rapidly
expanding metropolitan areas. Drawing on a wealth of
original research, Stephen Graham shows how
Western militaries and security forces now perceive
all urban terrain as a conflict zone inhabited by
lurking shadow enemies. Urban inhabitants have
become targets that need to be continually tracked,
scanned and controlled. Graham examines the
transformation of Western armies into high-tech
urban counter-insurgency forces. He looks at the
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militarization
and surveillance
of international
borders, the use of ‘security’ concerns to suppress
democratic dissent, and the enacting of legislation to
suspend civilian law. In doing so, he reveals how the
New Military Urbanism permeates the entire fabric of
urban life, from subway and transport networks
hardwired with high-tech ‘command and control’
systems to the insidious militarization of a popular
culture corrupted by the all-pervasive discourse of
‘terrorism.’

Honor Under Siege
Situated between winding rivers and prone to
turbulent storms, northern New Jersey has had an
extensive and tumultuous history of flooding. The
most severe flood occurred in 1903 when three days
of nonstop rain, averaging 12 inches per day, melted
more than 23 inches of snow and ice—inundating the
cities of Passaic and Wallington and splitting Paterson
in two. Since 1945, more than 60 documented storms
have wreaked havoc and shaken the region. In 2011,
the second-worst storm in North Jersey’s history,
Hurricane Irene, struck with more than 11 inches of
rain, displacing 6,000 residents in Paterson alone and
hitting Bergen and Passaic Counties with a
vengeance. Only one year later, Superstorm Sandy
rolled into North Jersey, flooding Moonachie and Little
Ferry with surges up to five feet. Floods of Northern
New Jersey showcases the rich documentation of
flooding through a unique and significant
photographic collection.
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Writers Under Siege
Niccolò di Bernardo Machiavelli is not only one of the
most fascinating figures of the Italian Renaissance, an
outstanding author and statesman, but indisputably
one of its most influential political theorists, whose
fundamental contributions to ideas of political power as well as to the history of modern drama - remain
astonishingly pertinent. His adventurous life led him
to notable heights as a diplomat and reformer of the
Florentine military, with his replacement of
mercenaries by a citizen-militia. His fall, exile and
eventual rehabilitation followed as briskly as his rise.
Unlike many innovative thinkers about politics, he
developed his radical theories of treachery and social
transformation, here explored in terms of their
originality, in an atmosphere of violence. Based on his
experience of government, his insights led to a shift
from understanding statehood, war and society as
forms of finitude and stasis to those of process. All
this unfolds in Paul Oppenheimer's compelling
recreation of Machiavelli's life as he actually lived it.

Machiavelli
Winner of the 2010 Eudora Welty Book Prize and the
Mississippi Library Association’s Nonfiction Author’s
Award for 2011, Under Surge, Under Siege shows how
Hurricane Katrina tore into Bay St. Louis, Mississippi,
raking away lives, buildings, and livelihoods in a place
known for its picturesque, coastal views; its laid-back,
artsy downtown; and its deep-dyed southern
cordiality. The tragedy also revealed the inner
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a community
with
an indomitable
and profound neighborly bonds. Those connections
often brought out the best in people under the worst
of circumstances. In Under Surge, Under Siege, Ellis
Anderson, who rode out the storm in her Bay St. Louis
home and sheltered many neighbors afterwards,
offers stories of generosity, heroism, and laughter in
the midst of terror and desperate uncertainty. Divided
into two parts, this book invites readers into the
intimate enclave before, during, and after the storm.
“Under Surge” focuses on connections between
residents, and then it demonstrates how those bonds
sustained them through the worst hurricane in U.S.
history. “Under Siege” documents the first three
years of the grinding aftermath, detailing the
unforeseen burdens of stress and depression,
insurance scandals, and opportunists that threatened
to complete the annihilation of the plucky town. A
blend of memoir, personal diary, and firsthand
reportage, Under Surge, Under Siege creates a
compelling American testament to the strength of the
human spirit.

The Southern Register
Written by Jay Bonansinga, based on the original
series created by Robert Kirkman, The Walking Dead:
Descent follows the events of The Fall of the
Governor, and Lilly Caul's struggles to rebuild
Woodbury after the Governor's shocking demise. Out
of the ashes of its dark past, Woodbury, Georgia,
becomes an oasis of safety amidst the plague of the
walking dead – a town reborn in the wake of its
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former tyrannical
leader,
Philip
Blake,
aka The
Governor. Blake's legacy of madness haunts every
nook and cranny of this little walled community, but
Lilly Caul and a small ragtag band of survivors are
determined to overcome their traumatic past despite
the fact that a super-herd is closing in on them. This
vast stampede of zombies, driven by inexorable
hunger and aimed directly at Woodbury, becomes
their first true test. But Lilly and company refuse to
succumb, and in a stunning counteroffensive, the
beleaguered townspeople save themselves by joining
forces with a mysterious religious sect fresh from the
wilderness. Led by an enigmatic preacher named
Jeremiah, this rogue church group seems tailor made
for Woodbury and Lilly's dream of a democratic,
family-friendly future. The two factions meld into one,
the town prospers, and everything seems hopeful for
the first time since the plague broke out. But things –
especially in the world of the walking dead – are often
not what they seem. Jeremiah and his followers
harbor a dark secret, the evidence of which very
gradually begins to unravel. Along with a popular TV
show also based on Kirkman's AMC comic books, The
Walking Dead franchise is just getting better and
better with Bonansinga's newest novel. In a stunning
and horrifying finale, the world for Lilly and her close
friends is turned upside down, and it is solely up to
Lilly Caul to cleanse the town once and for all of its
poisonous fate. These novels continue to be a great
companion for fans of the television series and
graphic novels!

Nicaragua, an Ally Under Siege
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This historical
study presents
a broad
canvas of postwar Czech literary developments within the cultural
and political context of the times. Information is
provided about the many English language
translations from Czech literature, and the
circumstances in which these translations came
about. Analysis is by way of quoting from original
Czech works, especially poetry, with English
translations. Writers under Siege also gives
biographical and bibliographical details about the
most important post-war Czech writers, and links to
secondary literature in English. The volume includes a
bibliographical list of the most important works in
English on Czech history, literary history, and politics,
as well as a list of anthologies of Czech post-war
literature in English. Originally published in 1998 in
Czech language, an updated version of this book was
published in German in 2003. This English translation
has been entirely re-worked, taking the needs of the
English speaking reader and student into
consideration.

America Under Siege
On April 4, 1864, Abraham Lincoln made a shocking
admission about his presidency during the Civil War.
"I claim not to have controlled events," he wrote in a
letter, "but confess plainly that events have controlled
me." Lincoln's words carry an invaluable lesson for
wartime presidents, writes Andrew J. Polsky in this
seminal book. As Polsky shows, when commanders-inchief do try to control wartime events, more often
than not they fail utterly. In Elusive Victories, Polsky
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wartime
presidents, drawing larger lessons about the limits of
the power of the White House during armed conflict.
He examines, in turn, Lincoln, Woodrow Wilson,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon,
George W. Bush, and Barack Obama, showing how
each gravely overestimated his power as commanderin-chief. In each case, these presidents' resources did
not match the key challenges that recur from war to
war. Both Lincoln and Johnson intervened in military
operations, giving orders to specific units; yet both
struggled with the rising unpopularity of their
conflicts. Both Wilson and Bush entered hostilities
with idealistic agendas for the aftermath, yet found
themselves helpless to enact them. With insight and
clarity, Polsky identifies overarching issues that will
inform current and future policymakers. The single
most important dynamic, he writes, is the erosion of a
president's freedom of action. Each decision propels
him down a path from which he cannot turn back.
When George W. Bush rejected the idea of invading
Iraq with 400,000 troops, he could not send such a
force two years later as the insurgency spread. In the
final chapter, Polsky examines Barack Obama's
options in light of these conclusions, and considers
how the experiences of the past might inform the
world we face now. Elusive Victories is the first book
to provide a comprehensive account of presidential
leadership during wartime, highlighting the key
dangers that presidents have ignored at their peril.

Cities Under Siege
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Society under siege
From India to Turkey, from Poland to the United
States, authoritarian populists have seized power.
Two core components of liberal democracy--individual
rights and the popular will--are at war, putting
democracy itself at risk. In plain language, Yascha
Mounk describes how we got here, where we need to
go, and why there is little time left to waste.

The University Under Siege
Frank Furedi examines the frequent claim that
democracy is a means to an end rather than an
important value in and of itself. The prevalence of this
sentiment in the current era is not surprising, given
that the normative foundation for democracy is
fragile, and there is little cultural valuation for this
outlook. Until recently, virtually every serious
commentator paid lip-service to democracy. However,
in recent times the classical elitist disdain for
democracy and for the moral and intellectual capacity
of the electorate has acquired a powerful influence
over public life. Democracy Under Siege outlines the
long history of anti-democratic thought, explains why
hostility to democracy has gained momentum in the
current era, and offers a positive affirmation of the
principle and the value of democracy.

Israel Under Siege
This timely study examines the increasing importance
of the Sunbelt and its megastates--Florida, California,
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and Texas--in
the U.S. election
process.
The purpose
of the work is to provide a longitudinal analysis of
partisan and gender election success and incumbency
in the elections of 1986, 1988, 1992, and the
realignment of 1994 (bringing up to date some of the
classic studies from the 1970s and 1980s). In tracing
the pattern of partisan success, the effect of
incumbency, and the success of males and females in
each party, the author is able to project the likely
success of the two parties in the 1996 and
subsequent elections in each megastate. This
important election-year book will be of interest to
scholars, students, and practitioners of politics.
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